What’s New in TD Mobile 2.2

The following new features have been added to TD Mobile 2.2

---

**Server**

**Limit/Skip Data Operation**
Data Operation nodes now support settings for limit and skip numeric values for browse queries. These settings can be used to support paging through data. Limit will constrain the max number of rows returned, and skip will offset X number of rows before iterating the result set.

---

**Client**

**Global JavaScript Functions**
A new JS Functions node has been added under Client Resources for defining JavaScript functions that are global, and can be referenced from all pages or dialogs.

**User Events**
User defined events can now be added under Page Events. These events are prefixed with “User_” and can be raised with the new event action “RaiseEvent”.

---

**IDE**

**Source Control Pane**
A new source control pane has been added where users can interact with GIT or Subversion repositories. Using this pane, users can directly checkout, modify and commit changes to TDM applications.

**Localization**
Support localization of combo box clear choice. Also support table/menu caption localization on localization tab.
**Reporting**

**Localization**
A new settings dialog has been added to support switching between supported IDE languages.

**Formulas**
Added support for more system functions available in Report Builder.